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AI Ethics.World & Smart Ci5es Americas Announce Global Partnership 

Denver, Colorado, August 26th, 2022 — In a breakthrough partnership, AIEthics.World LLC 

- a global leader in AI Ethics and Ethical AI - joins forces with Smart Cities Americas LLC’s 

Smart City Expo Miami® - an international ecosystem of cities, spanning all major continents, 

dedicated to supporting jurisdictions to advance their innovation of sustainable urban solutions  

The purpose of this partnership is for both parties to bring AI Ethics and Ethical AI to the 

forefront of a broader and global audience. This unique partnership will equip the Smart City 

Expo Miami ecosystem of members and stakeholders with best-in-class AI Ethics and Ethical AI 

education curriculum to confidently adopt and advance the beneficial presence of artificial 

intelligence to serve their citizens and societies, honoring their sovereignty, diversity and 

cultures. 

The flexibility of the partnership provides both parties with the agility to  reach into a vast library 

of educational and experiential programs as well as define curated programs for cohorts of 

groups interested in a specific master class, course, or program. Cohorts have the agility to be 

taught online, or in a hybrid, or face-to-face educational experience. Furthermore, the partnership 

provides the flexibility for both parties to design new courses specific to the requirements of the 

Smart City Expo Miami members and stakeholders. 

“Ethical AI is the new digital citizen”, said Mathew James Bailey, CEO of AIEthics.World. “AI 

transparently embodying AI Ethics can assist cities to confidently take a giant leap toward their 

vision of a sustainable future. Our courses equip Smart City Expo Miami members and 

stakeholders to shepherd their future with Ethical AI, one that honors the values, diversity, 

sovereignty and cultures of their citizens, communities and societies. Furthermore, our courses 

equip regions to incorporate policy and legislation of artificial intelligence as well as 

measurement and control of the quality of Ethical AI from suppliers. We are thrilled to have the 

opportunity to work with Smart Cities Americas LLC and look forward to co-creating real, 

tangible benefits for cities across the world to flourish within the Age of AI”. 
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“I am excited to join forces with AIEthics.World to interact with our global knowledge base 

creating new educational opportunities.” Bernardo Scheinkman, Founder & CEO of Smart Cities 

Americas, the producer of the Smart City Expo Miami ® 

“Artificial Intelligence is not just the simulation of human intelligence and processes, but also 

encompasses the ethical and moral goals of organizations which provide its services”, said 

Katalin Bártfai-Walcott, CTO - Digital Data Strategy at the Intel Corporation  “Reliable and 

standardized metrics which provide comparable Ethical AI principles must be both technical 

attainable and culturally, organizationally relevant.  These solutions provide a unique ability to 

understand the cultural and ethical goals for organizations as well the capability to provide 

metrics into assessments and possibly guide future financial, societal, relationships”. 

About AI Ethics.World 

AIEthics.World LLC is rapidly becoming a recognized global leader in AI, AI Ethics, and Ethical 

AI, offering unicorn innovations,  solutions, master classes and leadership training for 

businesses, organizations, or governments to progress into ethical-centric futures within the age 

of humans and machines.  AIEthics.World’s mission is to empower the global AI ecosystem to 

achieve excellence within the Age of AI, progressing civilizations and communities into ethical 

AI-enabled societies & organizations into AI-centric markets. Go to: www.AIEthics.world 

 About Smart Cities Americas LLC & Smart City Expo Miami® 

Smart Cities Americas is a global ecosystem spanning all major continents. It’s an innovation 

platform to promote educational and business initiatives to create a better future for citizens, 

communities, and cities. Smart City Expo Miami is a unique program that promotes social 

innovation, establishes partnerships, and identifies business opportunities to create better futures 

for cities and citizens worldwide. Led by architect and urbanist Bernardo Scheinkman, the event 

focuses on what citizens want and need from their government and using new technologies to 

make the government work for them. http://www.SmartCitiesAmericas.com 
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For Media Contacts: 

AI Ethics.World 

Maria MacAndrew 

Email: maria@aiethics.world 

Smart Cities Americas LLC 

Bernardo Scheinkman 

Email: info@tibrax.com
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